
 

 

CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

      The highly transitive verb da2 ( 打 ) ‘to hit’ provides rich semantic 

representations as briefly introduced in the previous chapter. However, in addition to 

its verbal meanings, the constructions it occurs may provide specific functions. Since 

this hitting verb and its constructions are intricate among Chinese languages, some 

previous studies concerning the verb of hitting will be addressed in this chapter. First, 

four researches on the hitting verb phah45 (拍) ‘to hit’ constructions in Southern Min 

by Lien (1998), da3 (打) ‘to hit’ constructions in Mandarin Chinese by Huang (2001), 

and da2 (打) ‘to hit’ constructions in Hakka by Hsu (2007) and Chiu (2007) are 

examined, respectively. With different aspects of analyses among various languages, 

not only the similar properties but also the minute meaning differences of this hitting 

verb can be captured. After reviewing their studies, next, several relevant 

constructional types observed in Hakka da2 constructions will be proposed. Instances 

with the same classifications of constructional types among other languages such as 

                                                 
5 The data of Southern Min presented in this thesis are rendered by Taiwan Language Phonetic 
Alphabet (TLPA) proclaimed by the Ministry of Education in 1998. 

9 
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Japanese, French, and Spanish are enumerated to further specify the properties of 

these constructions. Accordingly, this chapter is sequenced as follows. In section 2.1, 

previous studies of the hitting verb phah4/da3/da2 (拍/打/打) ‘to hit’ among Southern 

Min, Mandarin, and Hakka will be reviewed. Then, all constructions occur in Hakka 

da2 constructions will be introduced in Section 2.2, followed by some remarks in 

Section 2.3. 

 

2.1 The hitting verb da2 ‘hit’ constructions among various languages 

2.1.1 Lien (1998)

      Lien (1998) discusses the word phah4 (拍) ‘to hit’ in Southern Min in terms of 

frames. Phah4 is regarded as a lexeme with substantial and functional meanings. The 

substantial meanings of phah4 consist of various sememes, such as hitting, creating, 

removing, getting, or buying. As for the functional part, it can refer to inchoative or 

causative verbs. It can also function as a verbalizer such as phah4 ka1 chiunn3 (拍咳

嚏) ‘to sneeze’. Still, it may be an empty lexeme as in the example of phah4 piann3 

(拍拼) ‘to do something desperately’, where it loses its substantial meaning and is 

utilized only for phonetic consideration. By conceptual structures or frames, the 

co-composition aspect of the word phah4 and the following noun or verb is analyzed 

in detail. The data are classified into two main parts: one is the combination of the 
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verb phah4+Noun, and the other one is phah4+Verb/Adjective. In the first part, nouns 

are divided into numerous subclasses according to the semantic properties of them. 

These objects are classified into five thematic roles, which can be patients, results, 

themes, actions, and implicit events. We will introduce them with examples as 

follows: 

1. phah4+Noun 

1a. Nouns as patients 

      The patients in this part are affected by agents. Agents in 1a hit patients with 

hands or instruments. The affected parts and the patients are with a part-whole 

relationship. Examples are listed below: 

 
  

(9)  拍喙 
    phah4  phue2 

     hit     mouth 
‘to slap in the face’ 

 
 

(10) 拍鑼 
    phah4  lo5 
    hit     gong 

‘to hit the gong’ 
 
 

      In (9) and (10), only parts of the patients suffer the energy of hitting. With 

different situations, diverse effects may occur. For instance, the event of (9) may be a 
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punishment while that of (10) may be a subevent of performances. Patients here do 

not change their shapes or properties as in phah4 lo5 (拍鑼) ‘to hit the gong’, which 

means someone hits the gong to produce sounds.  

      However, other patients do undergo change of state. Observe example (11): 

 
 

(11) 拍鐵 
    phah4  thih4 
    hit     iron 

‘to hit the iron’ 
 
 

      After suffering the energy of hitting, two results may occur. First, the shapes 

of the patients may alter without new creation. Second, the action of phah4 thih4 (拍

鐵) ‘to hit the iron’ can be reiterated. In a sequence of activities, each of them is with 

homogeneity. Therefore, it is an activity with atelic aspect. 

 

1b. Nouns as results 

      Unlike patients, results here denote entities that not only change their shapes 

but also create or produce end products. If the processes are interrupted, the ultimate 

results or the products can not be accomplished. Therefore, if someone stops weaving 

the rope, the object can not be denoted as a rope until the action is finished; that is, a 

clear endpoint is achieved and the event is regarded as completed. The telic events are 

exemplified in (12): 
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 (12) 拍索仔 
     phah4  soh4  a2 
     hit     rope  SF 

‘to weave the rope’ 
 
 

1c. Nouns as themes 

      The members in this type can be depicted as themes which are caused to move 

from their sources by the agents as shown in (13): 

 
 

(13) 拍票 
    phah4  phio3 
    hit     ticket 

‘to buy a ticket’ 
 
 

      A theme denotes the semantic role which is moved by an action. Therefore, in 

phah4 phio3 (拍票) ‘to buy a ticket’, the ticket is moved from the ticket counter to the 

customers. Still, the directionality of the theme in this type can be dual: the water in 

(14) which plays the role of a theme can be moved toward the speaker or to be distant 

from the speaker: 

 
 

(14) 拍水 
    phah4  cui2 
    hit     water 

‘to get the water’ 
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1d. Nouns as actions 

The entities here denote the biological or physical events which can not be 

controlled. In other words, they are spontaneous activities as in the case of (15): 

  
 

(15) 拍咳嚏 
    phah4  ka1chiunn3 
    hit     sneeze 

‘to sneeze’ 
 
 

1e. Nouns as implicit events 

Some activities are performed by a certain amount of participants. Phah4 ma5 

chiak4 (拍麻雀) ‘to play mah-jong’ is to play the four-player game of Chinese origin. 

Lien refers this type to the performance of metonymy. 

 
     

(16) 拍麻雀 
    phah4  ma5chiak4 
    hit     sparrow 

‘to play mah-jong’ 
 
 

Next, in the second part, the interactions of phah4 and the following verb or 

adjective are taken into consideration. In the combination of phah4+Verb/Adjective, 

the focus will lay on the characteristics of the verb phah4. It can be a causative verb, 

can be weakened as a prefix, and can occur in coordinate constructions. 
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2. phah4+Verb/Adjective 

2a. phah4 as a causative verb 

The verb phah4 can be a causative verb which is followed by a verbal or 

adjectival complement such as phah4 la3 sap4 (拍垃圾) ‘to make something dirty’. In 

addition, causative and inchoative alternations may occur as in (17a) and (17b) (Lien 

1998: 385): 

 
 
(17) a. 拍破玻璃 
      phah4  phua3  po1le5 
      hit     break  glass 

‘to break the glass’ 
 

b. 玻璃拍破 
      po1le5  phah4  phua3   
      glass   hit     broken 

‘The glass is broken.’ 
 
 

2b. phah4 as a prefix 

Furthermore, it may be functionalized and does not carry lexical meaning such 

as phah4 piann3 (拍拼) ‘to do something desperately’. In Lien’s point of view, the 

verb phah4 here functions like a prefix which changes the original argument structure 

and the property of the following verb.  
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2c. phah4 in coordinate constructions 

Still, coordinate constructions occur in some examples such as phah4 me7 (拍

罵) ‘to scold mutually’. 

 

In short, Lien (1998) applies a framed-based theory to motivate the various 

meanings of the polysemous word phah4 (拍) ‘to hit’. Through the decomposition of 

phah4 (拍) ‘to hit’ constructions, the most basic semantic element of the verb phah4 

is obtained and its frame is constructed. In the next part, semantic research and 

grammatical functions of the hitting verb da3 (打) ‘to hit’ in Mandarin Chinese 

investigated by Huang (2001) will be reviewed. 

 

2.1.2 Huang (2001) 

The hitting verb da3 (打) ‘to hit’ in Mandarin Chinese obtains the attention as 

well, as presented by Huang (2001), which deals with its grammatical category and 

the semantic system. The resources are from Taiwan and Mainland China with a 

comprehensive consideration. Not only the written but also the colloquial data are 

collected from all kinds of materials. Furthermore, the historical derivation and 

classification of da3 in ancient dynasties are proposed. Since the phonetic and 

morphological phenomena are difficult to be verified diachronically, the discussions 

mainly lay on the research on lexicon and semantic meanings synchronically. In the 
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lexical part, previous researchers focus on the internal structures of da3 constructions. 

Semantically, abundant meanings of da3 are enumerated in the previous studies. In 

Huang’s study, she highlights the syntactic functions and semantic meanings of the 

two constructions da3+NP and da3+VP without regard to coordinate constructions 

like da3 ma4 (打罵) ‘to hit and to scold’ and verb-complement constructions like da3 

po4 (打破) ‘to break’ since the meaning of the da3 element in both constructions is 

canonical: namely hitting. In this paper, first, Huang proposes that da3 in the 

construction of da3+NP obtains high autonomy. It can choose its argument without 

dependency on other linguistic features. The chosen argument, therefore, is the object 

of da3+NP construction. Nevertheless, da3 in the construction of da3+VP obtains low 

autonomy. In other words, the one which licenses the argument is the construction of 

da3+VP instead of the solely verb da3. Thus, da3 in da3+NP seems to possess the 

property of a content word while da3 in da3+VP, a function word. The productivity of 

da3+NP is more prolific as supposed. Therewith, Huang applies eight hierarchical 

Semantic Frames (±Contact-N, ±Through intermedium, ±With participant, ±Use-N, 

±Learnable, ±Internal change, ±Movement, ±Outward movement) and nine Seme 

Frames (to cause a biological or physical event, to participate a…event, to create, to 

use, to have a…skill, to deposit, to touch, to get, to exclude) to make an explicit 

classification on the objects in da3+NP. In the tableaux, the compositions of da3+NP 
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with a “+” mark equip with the semantic characteristics of the semantic frames while 

those with a “－” mark do not. The generalization of the semantic meanings of 

da3+NP follows certain paths. From the starting point Semantic Frame A, the 

compositions of da3+NP which obtain a “+” mark go downward in the tableaux, 

while those obtain a “－” mark go rightward. In this way, different meanings of 

da3+NP can be distinguished. For example, Semantic Frame A, B, and C can be 

discriminated from the other seven Semantic Frames by Seme Frame 1: ±Contact-N. 

Semantic A and B, afterward, can be further distinguished by Seme Frame 8: ±With 

participant. 

The semantic frames therefore play the role of filtration. The detailed 

processes in the two tables are proposed below (Huang 2001: 132-133): 

 

Table 1a. The interaction of Semantic Frames and Seme Frames 

 
           Seme Frame 
Semantic Frame 

1 接觸 N
Contact-N

2利用N
Use-N 

3 改變內部狀態 
Internal change 

4 造成位移

Movement 
A 引發生理或心理活動 
to cause a biological or 
physical event 

－    

B 參與…活動 
to participate a…event 

－    

C 製造 
to create  

－    

D 使用 
to use 

＋ ＋   
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E 有…技能 
to have a…skill 

＋ ＋   

F 處置 
to deposit 

＋ － ＋  

G 碰觸 
to touch  

＋ －  － 

H 取得 
to get 

＋ －  ＋ 

I 排除、使脫離 
to exclude 

＋ －  ＋ 

 

Table 1b. The interaction of Semantic Frames and Seme Frames (2) 

           Seme Frame 
 
Semantic Frame 

5 向外位移

Outward 
movement 

6 可學習

Learnable
7 透過媒介 

Through 
intermedium 

8 有伴隨者

With 
participant 

A 引發生理或心理活動 
to cause a biological or 
physical event 

  － － 

B 參與…活動 
to participate a…event 

  － ＋ 

C 製造 
to create  

  ＋  

D 使用 
to use 

 －   

E 有…技能 
to have a…skill 

 ＋   

F 處置 
to deposit 

    

G 碰觸 
to touch  

    

H 取得 
to get 

－    

I 排除、使脫離 
to exclude 

＋    
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The internal structure of da3+NP, therefore, is mainly decompositional. With 

these semantic components and seme frames, the semantic meanings of the hitting 

verb da3 are illustrated in these tableaux. While the semantic meanings are abundant 

in the composition of da3+NP, the variations of da3+VP are limited since the meaning 

of this type of combination is determined by the construction itself but not solely by 

the verb. Therefore, the composite of da3+VP is agglutinating. Following Huang et al. 

(1994), the author submits that da3 in da3+VP may function as a light verb which is 

not a complete function word but is a semantic-weakening verb that has its selective 

limitation on its argument. After reviewing the studies in Southern Min and Mandarin 

Chinese, two researches on Hakka verb da2 (打) ‘to hit’ will be introduced in the 

following sections in morphological and grammaticalized perspectives, respectively. 

 

2.1.3 Hsu (2007) 

Da2 (打) ‘to hit’ constructions in Hakka have also obtained attention recently. 

Hsu (2007) addresses the semantic meanings of three-morpheme words composed of 

the word da2 and two-morpheme objects or complements. Three types of 

constructions are classified:  

1. da2+Objects 

2. da2+Resultative Complements 
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3. da2+Directional Complements 

The first one which is the most productive construction consists of the word 

da2 and two-morpheme objects. The following objects in this verb-object 

construction are noun phrases typically, but verb phrases can also play the role in 

certain data such as da2 pak8 gong2 (打白講) ‘to speak frankly’. In this instance, the 

main verb is occupied by the word gong2 (講) ‘to speak’ while the highly active verb 

da2 is weakened. Furthermore, the objects can be a theme, a goal, a result, or an 

instrument in terms of argument realization. The word da2 (打) ‘to hit’, therefore, is a 

polysemous word. In this group, twenty-eight semantic representations are proposed 

in this construction. The second construction is the combination of the word da2 and 

resultative complements. According to Hsu, due to grammaticalization, the samples in 

this construction are evolved into idioms or slangs. Last, the third one is the 

construction which consists of the word da2 and directional complements, in which 

the semantic meanings of the elements following da2 typically refer to psychological, 

cognitive, or behavioral events. In sum, the highly active verb can illustrate not only 

abstract events such as psychological or cognitive states but also dynamic activities. 

Thus, the phenomenon of grammaticalization of da2 can be observed in 

three-morpheme words. 
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2.1.4 Chiu (2007) 

The functions of Hakka da2 ( 打 ) ‘to hit’ from the perspective of 

grammaticalization are examined in Chiu’s (2007) study. Three main factors to induce 

grammaticalization are cognitive, semantic and syntactic constructional factors. The 

interaction of the three ones is the trigger of grammaticalization. In addition, other 

secondary factors like usage frequency, prosodic structures, and argument structures 

can also launch the mechanism. With a diachronic investigation, it is observed that the 

verbs which introduce a place, time, a method, an instrument, or other related 

elements may develop into prepositions. Therefore, in Chiu’s study, the word da2 can 

not only be a verb but also be a preposition. Morphologically, in addition to the 

productive verb-object constructions, acceptable constructions like serial verb 

constructions and verb-complement constructions are observed in historical research. 

Chiu continues to compare the usage of da3 (打) ‘to hit’ in Mandarin and da2 (打) ‘to 

hit’ in Hakka, and considers that the semantic meanings or functions of Hakka da2 are 

more pervasive and abundant. For example, being a preposition, Hakka da2 can 

introduce a place, time, a method, or an instrument, while the word in Mandarin 

Chinese can only introduce a place or time. In addition, da2 constructions are more 

productive in Hakka. For instance, a disyllabic verb or adjective can follow da2 in 

Hakka but not in Mandarin Chinese da3 constructions. Furthermore, it is observed 
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that da2 in some cases is converted into a verbal affix. Hence, the degree of 

grammaticalization of Hakka is higher than that of Mandarin Chinese. Nevertheless, 

the evidence for supporting this claim may be insufficient. The relevant discussion 

will be presented in 2.3. 

 

2.2 Relevant Constructions  

Issues on the hitting verb da2 (打) ‘to hit’ as mentioned in section 2.1 mostly 

account for the varieties of the verbal meanings simply. However, it is argued that 

constructions which are form-meaning correspondences carry meanings themselves 

(Goldberg 1995). The detailed rationale of constructional approaches will be 

introduced in chapter three. Following this assumption in which the sentence 

meanings come from the integration of the verbal meanings and the constructional 

meanings, this section will introduce the properties of the three constructions: 

causative constructions, inchoative constructions, and unaccusative constructions 

observed in Hakka with comparison of other languages.  

 

2.2.1 Causative Constructions 

A causative construction is a structure in which the semantic relation to an 

event or state is introduced by the verb. Palmer (1994) defines the causatives as the 
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construction which is derived from a simple active sentence and adds a new argument 

to illustrate the role of CAUSER. Instances in many languages such as Italian, French, 

and Japanese are exemplified as follows (Palmer 1994: 214, 219, 223): 

 
 
(18) a. Ada  scrive  una  lettera 

Ada  writes   a   letter 
     ‘Ada writes a letter.’ 

 
b. Faccio  scrivere  una  lettera  a  Ada 

I make   to write  a    letter  to  Ada 
     ‘I make Ada write a letter.’ 
 
 
(19)  J’ai   fait   manger  la  pomme  à  Claude 

I have  made  to eat  the  apple   to  Claude 
     ‘I made Claude eat the apple.’ 
 
 
(20)  Taroo-ga     Ziroo-o   hasir-ase-ta 

Taroo-NOM  Ziro-ACC  run-CAUS-PAST 
         ‘Taroo made Ziro run.’ 
 
 

Dixon (2005) also indicates that a special causative affix which derives a 

transitive verb from an intransitive verb occurs in many languages. In addition, 

English, though lacking this type of affix, still has causative constructions as well. 

The first causative construction is with MAKING verbs. For example, there is a set of 

verbs such as have, make, let, and get that can illustrate the causative meanings in the 

following sentences: I had my hair cut, I made my hair cut, I let my hair cut, and I got 
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my hair cut. In other words, these verbs have, make, let, and get play the role of 

causative markers in English causative constructions. The second type of causatives 

involves an intransitive verb which is utilized transitively, such as Mary sat the child 

on the mat. Similar linguistic phenomena can be observed in Mandarin Chinese as 

well. The morpheme rang4 (讓) ‘to make’ or ling4 (令) ‘to let’ in the following 

instances below also illustrate causative meanings: 

 
 
(21) a. 他讓我難過。 
      Ta1  rang4  wo3  nan2guo4 
      he   make  me   sad 

‘He made me sad.’ 
 
 

b. 他令我難過。 
      Ta1  ling4  wo3  nan2guo4 
      he   let    me   sad 

‘He let me sad.’ 
  
 

In Hakka, the morpheme lau1 (扌老) equips with the causative function as in 

(22). It is noteworthy that the morpheme lau1 (扌老) which basically means ‘with’ does 

not possess causative meaning in nature. The detailed discussion will be given in 4.2.1. 

Syntactically, the typical causative constructions in Hakka is NP1 + LAU (扌老) + NP2 

+ VP. Semantically, it is explicit that the agent a7 gung1 (阿公) ‘the grandfather’ 

causes the patient o5 nga3 er5 (孲  仔) ‘the baby’ to do the action da2 ang5 gu5 (打
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吭咕) ‘to talk’. 

 
  
(22) 阿公  孲  仔打吭咕。 
   A7  gung1   lau1  o5nga3  er5  da2  ang5gu5 

    grandfather  CAUS  baby   SF   hit   learn to talk 
‘Grandfather teaches the baby to talk.’  

 

Furthermore, Lai (2001) indicates that bun1 (分) in Hakka is developed from a 

verb with the original meaning ‘to give’ to a causative verb as in (23): 

 
 

(23) 佢會分亻厓去台北。 
    Gi5  voi3  bun1  ngai5  hi3  toi5bet4 
    he   will  CAUS  I     go  Taipei 

‘He would let me go to Taipei.’  
 
 

It is observed that the surface forms of (22) and (23) are mainly identical with 

the basic meanings of causativity: NP1 + LAU/BUN + NP2 + VP. In other words, the 

determinant factors are the two words lau1 (扌老) and bun1 (分). Therefore, LAU and 

BUN serve as overt causative markers in Hakka. 

 

2.2.2 Inchoative Constructions 

Inchoative and causative construction alternations occur when a verb can 

either be transitive or intransitive in different situations. Jackendoff (2002) specifies 
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inchoatives as INCH (X), in which the argument of this one-place function is a state. 

According to Tang (2002), ergative verbs in Chinese can be applied with 

causative-transitive usage and inchoative-intransitive usage. In Yamaguchi’s (1998) 

study, the causative and inchoative construction occur in Japanese as well. The 

interesting phenomenon is that most Japanese verbs do not accept inanimate elements 

such as instrument or natural force to be in the subject position (Yamaguchi 1998: 4):  

 
 
(24) a. John ga     kabin o    kowasi-ta 

          John NOM  vase ACC  break-PAST 
‘John broke the vase.’ 

 
b. kabin ga     koware-ta. 

vase  NOM  break-PAST 
‘The vase broke.’ 

 
 
(25) a. *jisin       ga    kabin o    kowasi-ta 

           Earthquake NOM  vase ACC  break-PAST 
‘The earthquake broke the vase.’ 

 
b.  kabin ga     (jisin      de)    koware-ta 

vase  NOM  (earthquake INST)  break-PAST 
‘The vase broke as a result of/because of the earthquake.’ 

 
 

Chiang (2006:1-2) also compares causative and inchoative alternation in 

Taiwanese Southern Min with that in Mandarin and English: 
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(26) a. 我開門。 
      Goa2  khui1  mng5 
      I     open   door 
      ‘I opened the door.’ 
 

b. 門開啊。 
      Mng5  khui1  a 
      door  open  ASP 
      ‘The door opened.’ 
 
 
(27) a. 我開了門。 
      Wo3  kai1  le    men2 
      I    open  ASP  door 
      ‘I opened the door.’ 

 
b. 門開了。 

      Men2  kai1  le 
      door  open  ASP 
      ‘The door opened.’ 
 
 
(28) a. I opened the door. 

 
b. The door opened. 

 
 

In these examples, the verbs in (26a), (27a), (28a) are causative-transitive 

usages while those in (26b), (27b), and (28b) are inchoative-intransitive verbs. The 

type of alternation can also be observed in Hakka. While the sentence a7 gung1 lau1 

o5 nga3 er5 da2 ang5 gu5 (阿公  孲   仔打吭咕) ‘Grandfather teaches the baby to 

talk.’ is a causative usage as shown in (22), (29) on the other hand is an inchoative 

usage: 
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(22) 阿公  孲  仔打吭咕。 
    A7gung1    lau1   o5nga3  er5  da2  ang5gu5 
    grandfather  CAUS  baby   SF   hit  learn to talk 

‘Grandfather teaches the baby to talk.’ 
 
 

(29) 孲  仔打吭咕。 
    O5nga3  er5  da2  ang5gu5 
    baby    SF   hit  learn to talk 

‘The baby learns to talk.’ 
 
 

2.2.3 Unaccusative Constructions 

Unaccusative verbs are the verbs that have an internal argument but lack an 

external argument. Perlmutter (1978) proposes Unaccusative Hypothesis which posits 

two classes of intransitive verbs: unaccusatives and unergatives, which can then be 

schematized as in (30).  

 
(30) a. Unergative verb: NP [VP V] 
 
    b. Unaccusative verb: _____ [VP V NP/CP] 
 

(Levin, B. & M. Rappaport Hovav 1995: 3, (1)) 
 

The surface subject of unaccusative verbs is an underlying object while that of 

unergatives is an underlying subject. In other words, the unaccusative/unergative split 

in intransitive verbs can be characterized semantically. Levin & Rappaport (1995) 

denote unaccusatives as VARIABLE BEHAVIOR VERBS which show dual 

characterizations — unaccusative or unergative. In English, it is general for 
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unaccusatives to take be verb while for unergatives to take have verb as in the 

causative/unaccusative alternations illustrated below:  

 
 

(31) a. I broke the vase. 
 

b. The vase broke. 
 
 

In (31a), the patient is the direct object while in (31b) the patient turns to be the 

subject in the sentence. Several Burzio’s examples (1986) with unaccusative/ 

unergative alternations are also exhibited in (32) from Italian and (33) from French: 

 
 

(32) a. Maria  è/*ha    arrivata. (Unaccusative) 
Maria  is/*has  arrived 
‘Maria arrived.’ 

 
        b. Maria  *è/ha   telefonato. (Unergative) 

Maria  *is/has  called 
‘Maria called.’ 

 
 
 

(33) a. Anne  est  arrivée. (Unaccusative) 
Anne  is   arrived-FEM 
‘Anne arrived.’ 

 
        b. Anne  a    telefoné (Unergative) 

Anne  has  telephoned 
‘Anne called.’
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Unaccusativity is also bustling in Southern Min as in (34) (Lien 2003b: 396) 

and Hakka as in (35): 

 
 

(34) 靴管走水。 
Hiah8kong2  chau2  chui2 
rain boots     walk  water 
‘The rain boots leak water.’  
 
 

(35) 昨晡日打西北水。 
    Ca1 bu1ngit4  da2  si1  bet4   shui2 
     yesterday    hit  west  north  water 
    ‘It fell north-east rain yesterday.’ 
 
 

Another instance denoting weather is ca1 bu1 ngit4 da2 lui5 gung1 (昨晡日打

雷公) ‘It thundered yesterday’ as presented in (36):  

 
 

(36) 昨晡日打雷公。  
Ca1bu1ngit4  da2  lui5   gung1  
yesterday   hit  the god of thunder 

‘It thundered yesterday.’ 
 
 

The surface forms of the structures of (35) and (36) are identical. However, the 

argument realizations are with diversity since the object of (35) is a theme while that 

of (36) is an agent since lui5 gung1 (雷公) ‘The god of thunder’ is the effector which 

operates thunders in Chinese legend. Therefore, in addition to structural consideration, 
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the phenomena of argument realizations and the interface between syntax and 

semantics need to be further investigated. 

 

2.3 Remarks 

The first part of this chapter reviews the studies of the hitting verb among 

various languages. Lien (1998) applies frames and conceptual structures to deal with 

the data of the polysemous word phah4 (拍) ‘to hit’ in Southern Min. The nominal 

components following phah4 are sorted into different classifications on the basis of 

thematic properties. Phah4 in this combination is purely a verb. On the other hand, 

the word phah4 which precedes verbal components plays different functions in 

diverse constructions. It may weaken as a functional word in some cases. Huang 

(2001) proposes similar assumption that while the semantic meanings are bustling in 

da3+NP, the variations of da3+VP are restricted since the meaning of this type of 

combination is determined by the construction itself but not solely by the verb. 

Therefore, Huang views da3 in da3+VP as a light verb which has its selective 

limitation on its argument. Huang further establishes a mechanism which displays the 

interaction of eight hierarchical Semantic Frames ( ± Contact-N, ± Through 

intermedium, ± With participant, ± Use-N, ± Learnable, ± Internal change, ±

Movement, ±Outward movement) and nine Seme Frames (to cause a biological or 
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physical event, to participate a…event, to create, to use, to have a…skill, to deposit, 

to touch, to get, to exclude) in order to clarify the various meanings of da3 in da3+NP. 

In sum, da3 in the construction of da3+NP obtains high autonomy since it can choose 

its argument without dependency on other linguistic features, while da3 in the 

construction of da3+VP obtains low autonomy. In other words, the one which licenses 

the argument is the construction of da3+VP instead of the solely verb da3. Hsu (2007) 

and Chiu (2007) research on Hakka da2 (打) ‘to hit’ verb as well. Hsu discusses the 

morphological performances and semantic meanings of three-morpheme words 

composed of the word da2 and two-morpheme objects or complements. In addition, 

three constructions are proposed: da2+Objects, da2+Resultative Complements, and 

da2+Directional Complements. On the other hand, with detailed retrospection to the 

theory of grammaticalization and abundant data, Chiu attempts to account for the 

progress of grammaticalization of da2 in Hakka. In Chiu’s study, it is observed that 

the word da2 can not only be a verb but also be a preposition since it can introduce a 

place, time, a method, an instrument, or other related elements. Chiu further assumes 

that since the semantic meanings, functions and possible constructions of da2 in 

Hakka are more pervasive than da3 in Mandarin, and the degree of 

grammaticalization of Hakka is higher than that of Mandarin Chinese. 

All of the studies offer different aspects of research on the hitting verb da2. 
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However, though the researches in Mandarin Chinese and Hakka hitting verbs obtain 

the level of descriptive adequacy, possible theoretical implications are not explored. 

In addition, the analysis on the constructions in Hakka proposed by Hsu and Chiu is 

deficient in linguistic instances, which may not be persuasive to specify the 

phenomenon of grammaticalization. The statement that semantic meanings or 

functions of Hakka da2 are more productive is not supported with substantial 

evidence as well. Though da2 is a highly transitive verb, the thematic roles of the 

objects will affect the transitivity property of da2 constructions. For example, in the 

instance of da2 chak4 bok4 (打赤膊) ‘to be waist-naked’ in Hakka, the hitting activity 

is not transferred to the object since the object does not play the role of traditional 

PATIENT but PHYSICAL STATE instead. Furthermore, the characteristics of the 

agent is inadequate in these studies since in some examples such as da3 zhan4 (打戰) 

‘to battle’, the requirement of the number of agents has to be more than one.  

In sum, with regard to the aforementioned Hakka da2 (打) constructions, 

analyses have to encompass the perspectives of argument realization in constructions, 

transitivity, and degree of affectedness. Therefore, the theoretical frameworks 

proposed by Goldberg (1995), Levin (2005), Hopper and Thompson (1980), Voorst 

(1996), Dixon (2005) and relevant concepts established by other researchers will be 

introduced in the next chapter. 


